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A simple five-point model of the scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma outside the

separatrix of a diverted tokamak has been developed to study the inside /outside

divertor asymmetry. The SOL current, gas pumping/puffing in the divertor region,

and divertor plate biasing are included in this model. Gas pumping/'puffing and

biasing are shown to control divertor asymmetry. In addition, the SOL current is

found to form asymmetric solutions without external controls of gas pumping/'puffing

and biasing.
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1. Introduction

Inside/outside divertor asymmetry has been experimentally

observed in several tokamaks with single-null divertor configurationfl-

3]. Plasma densities, temperatures, heat fluxes, and so on, are different

between inside and outside divertor plasmas. The asymmetry of the heat

load on the divertor plates, i.e., too high heat load to the one-side plate,

becomes the serious problem for the damage of the plates. On the other

hand, the divertor asymmetry can be applied to the efficient removal of

helium ash. When a tokamak reactor has only one pumping port, the

control of the divertor asymmetry can make majority of ions from core

plasma flow to the pumping side of the divertor.

The asymmetry is considered to be caused by the following

reasons.

(a) Asymmetry of impurity radiation

(b) Asymmetry of neutral recycling

(c) Divertor biasing

(d) SOL current[3]

(e) Drift flow[4]

These effects for the analysis of the divertor asymmetry are essential.

Characteristics of divertor plasmas have been studied numerically.

Among the numerical models of divertor plasmas, a two-point model is

one of the simplest analytical model. This model clarified excellently the

double-valued structures of the divertor plasma, i.e. low-recycling and

high-recycling structures[5]. Two points mean the upstream-throat and

the divertor plate. The model explains fairly well the results of the the

experiments and complicated numerical simulations. It is convenient to

use such a simple model for the simple representation of the divertor

characteristics. The two-point model, however, is not enough for the

analysis of the asymmetry, because it is difficult to include the effects

mentioned above. In order to simulate the total SOL-divertor regions,
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two two-point models need to be connected by putting a SOL plasma

model between them. This combination of model is called a "five-point

model".

In the present study, we develope a simple five-point model taking

account of the effects causing the divertor asymmetry. The detailed

description of the model is shown in the next section. Results of the

analysis on the divertor asymmetry are demonstrated in section 3.

Section 4 describes problems to be solved in future. Section 5

summarizes the key results of this work.

2. Simple five-point model

The SOL and divertor plasmas in a single-null divertor tokamak

are schematically shown in Fig.l. Figure 2 shows a system used in the

present five-point model, the region is divided into four regions i.e. two

SOL regions and two divertor regions. The size of each region is

measured along the magnetic field. Two divertor regions are in the

separatrix legs under X-point and include sheath and pre-sheath near the

divertor plates. Neutral recycling mainly occurs in these divertor

regions. Two SOL regions are separated at a stagnation point where

parallel ion flow velocity equals to zero. Ion flux, which diffuses out

radially from core plasma, is divided at the stagnation point towards two

divertor plates. Since few neutrals are ionized in the SOL, the diffusive

ion flow is a main source of the parallel flux. In Fig.2, the left edge of

the SOL connects the inside divertor A, and the right edge connects the

outside divertor B. Fluid equations are integrated along a magnetic field

line in each region and reduced a set of nonlinear equations with

physical variables at the five positions, the left-side plate, left-side

throat, stagnation point, right-side throat, and right-side plate.

Accordingly we call the model used here a "simple five-point model". In

this paper, we include the effects of neutral recycling, divertor biasing,

- 2 -
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and SOL current to the model, but do not take account of the effects of

impurity radiation and drift flow for simplicity. They should be

introduced in future.

2.1 SOL model

We extend a two-point model[5] to include effects of plasma

potential and SOL current. In this subsection, we explain a model to be

applied to SOL regions shown in Fig.2. The model is based on the two-

dimensional fluid equations i.e. particle, energy, generalized Ohm's law,

and current equations, assuming that the electron temperature Te and the

ion temperature Tt are the same for simplicity, Te=Tt = T.

— = - — r r = — { D±—] = SSOL (1)
os or or \ or J

where s is the length along the magnetic field, r is the radial length

across the magnetic field. Quantities r , q, <f>, j , and n, denote parallel

flux of particle, parallel flux of energy, electric potential, SOL current

density parallel to the magnetic field, and plasma density, respectively.

The plasma pressure p is given by p = nT. The electric conductivity a is

a function of T, o = oQTm. The particle diffusivity DL, and the heat

diffusivity %L a r e assumed constant for simplicity. Radial profiles of

density and temperature are represented by e-folding lengthes An, and

XT, respectively,

n(s, r) = n(s) exp - -j-\ (5 )

- 3 -
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A (6)

The radial fluxes of particle and energy, rr and qr, from the core

plasma to the SOL plasma can be written as [6],

rr=Yn° ( 7 )

qr = ——p0 (8)

where subscript 0 means the stagnation point. The source terms of

particle and energy, SSOL and WSOL, in the SOL region are given by,

*« = £* <9>
K

(10)
~ ~ ^ A / V U u

Here a magnetic flux tube containing five points of the model is assumed

to be the nearest one to the separatrix.

Two SOL regions are separated at the stagnation point. The length

of the left-side SOL region along the magnetic field is expressed as

LgMio*, and that of the right-side SOL region is L^-l^,^. The ion

flux, which diffuses out radially from core plasma, is divided at that

position towards two divertor plates. Integrating fluid equations,

Eqs.(l)-(3), from the left edge of the SOL, which connects the divertor

throat A, to the stagnation point, we derive the following simple

equations.

SOL<k (11)

1O + <t>0J = ~<luA + t«j + Jo'"1""" WSOL<k (1 2)

0o-^ = -%f;. (13)

We also derive simple equations for the right side of the SOL,

L sSOLds (14)
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WW<fc (15)
'stagnation

. . '-'SOL ~ ^stagnation .
0 - 0 = —^T y

The current j is constant along the magnetic field in accordance with

Eq.(4).

2.2 Divertor model

In this subsection, we explain a model to be applied to divertor

regions A and B shown in Fig.2. The system used here is illustrated in

Fig.3. Basic equations of the model are the following one-dimensional

fluid equations.

— = Sn (17)

— ( q + <f>j) = Wn-Prad (18)

d$ j tt dT I dp f\n\
= — + __ + _ (19)

os a e as en as

£ = 0 (20)
where the thermal force coefficient a is given as a = 0.71 for singly

charged particles [7]. Radial diffusion in divertor regions are neglected

unlike in SOL regions, because the source and sink terms in Eqs.(17)

and (18) are much larger than diffusion terms.

The energy flux q includes both conductive and convective fluxes,

where Ktll =K0T
512 is the electron heat conductivity parallel to the

magnetic field. The difference between inside and outside electron

temperatures can drive thermoelectric current[8]. The current also

drives asymmetric parallel heat transport at a counter direction of the

current as given by the second term in the R.H.S of Eq.(21)[9]. The

parallel heat transport results in the electron temperature asymmetry.

- 5 -
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The particle source and energy sink due to ionization of neutral

particles are given by Sn and wn=-AESn, respectively, where AE

denotes the ionization/excitation energy per an ionization event.

Impurity radiation power Prad plays an important role to cause detached

divertor plasma. But in this study, since there is no exact evaluation of

impurity radiation to use in the present model, only the ionization

energy loss of deuterium (AE = \3.6eV) is considered, Prad = 0.

Integrating above equations from the upstream-throat of the

divertor region to the plate, we derive a set of equations of a two-point

model. Variables used here are shown in Fig.3. Note that these variables

are in a magnetic flux tube near the separatrix, because their values at

the upstream-throat connect those in the SOL region.

Snds (22)

t>J - A * f*1 snds (23)

(24)
a e v r ' e n

'-Tu+5Turu (25)

where Ldiv is the connection length between throat and plate along the

magnetic field. The current j is constant along the magnetic field in

accordance with Eq.(20). It is assumed that average density n is

represented at throat density, and average electric conductivity a is

repersented at throat temperature i.e. <7«<70rJ
5. The characteristic

length of temperature gradient l^ is assumed a distance from the

stagnation point to the plate. Since the density and the temperature vary

a little along the magnetic field in the SOL region for the attached

divertor case, nu and Tu are represented at stagnation point. Integrated

source term in Eqs.(22) and (23) is modeled as follows[5],

- 6 -
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(26)

where the pitch of the magnetic field 0 is much smaller than unity, and

A denotes the ionization mean-free-path of neutral particles,

A = vQjnp{av)T . Thermal speed of neutrals v0 = .^fjm^ and ionization

rate coefficient (crv) are evaluated at the plate. The gas pumping/puffing

efficiency fpump is defined as the ratio of pumping/puffing neutrals flux

to that of neutralized ion flux at the plate, a positive value of fpump

corresponds to the case of pumping, while a negative value to the case of

puffing.

Boundary conditions at the divertor plate are given on the basis of

the sheath theory [10];

l2T
Fp=np\ ' Z / J

V m

^ , ) (28)

qP = TPTP (29)

y = yo-2j-\n(l-j), (30)

where j is the current density normalized by eTp, y is the heat

transmission coefficient at the plate (/? = 2.8, yo = 5.8 for deutrium

plasma). The sign of j is chosen positive when j flows into the plate,

and is negative for outflowing current.

2.3 Pressure balance

Total (sum of ion and electron) momentum equation is written as

follows

^ (31)

n
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which dose not take account of the momentum loss. Integrating this

equation from the stagnation point (i> = 0) to the inside divertor plate A

and outside divertor plate B, respectively, we obtain

nJQ = 2npATpA=2npBTpB. (32)

where the boundary condition Eq.(27) is used, vp = rp/np = ̂ TTpjm . In

detached plasma, the momentum loss becomes essential. We will discuss

about this effect in section 4.

2.4 Numerical method

W e g i v e v a l u e s o f r r , q r , DL, * l f fpumpA, fpumpB, <ppAt a n d <t>pB, as

input parameters, and we obtain solutions, TpA, rpB, r^ , ruB, qpA, qpB,

QuA' QuBI YuA' YuB> YsA> TsB» *pA, TpB, HpA, HpB, S^, S^, Y A, Yg, S$0L, WSOL,

kn, Ar, no, r0, ^0, 0O, j , and lslagnalion, to the set of 30 equations, Eqs.(7)-

(16), (22)-(30), and (32). Note that Eqs.(22)-(30) are applied to the

regions A and B, respectively. These nonlinear equations are solved by

using a numerical method to find multiple solutions. This method is

described in Appendix A.I.
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3. Divertor asymmetry

Numerical calculations of divertor asymmetry have been carried

out systematical using the five-point model described in the former

section. The results are shown in this section. In sub-section 3.1, the

divertor asymmetry caused by gas pumping/puffing is analized. The

effect of the divertor biasing on the asymmetry is shown in sub-sections

3.2. Without controls of gas pumping/puffing and divertor biasing,

divertor asymmetry induced by the SOL current is shown in sub-section

3.3.

Geometical parameters used in the model are LSOL = 78.0m,

B-Ldh = 0.25m, and 0 = 0.075, which are one of the typical parameters in

JT-60U. Input parameters are rr = l.lxlO2om"VI, qr = 1.0xl04W/m2

(Total power across the separatrix is 1.2MW), D± =0.2 m2/s, and

X± =10.0 m2/s. Under these parameters, radial e-folding lengthes of

density and temperature vary only a little, i.e., kn =3-4x10~2m and

Ar = 1.4-2.0x10-'m.

Divertor plasmas have two equilibrium states, as were found

theoretically[5] and experimentally[3] [11]. One is the high recycling

state with high density and low temperature, and the other is the low

recycling state with low density and high temperature. Nonlinear feature

of the interaction between divertor plasma and neutral particles is the

cause of this bi-stable solution. Under the above parameters, the

divertor plasma practically has two equilibrium states mentioned above.

In the present analysis, however, we treat only the case of the high

recycling state. The low recycling state is considered to be not proper

for the power and particle control in tokamak reactors.

3.1 Gas pumping/puffing

Effect of the gas pumping/puffing in divertor regions on the

asymmetry is investigated. The gas pumping/puffing at outside diverotr

- 9 -
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B is operated, while that at inside divertor A is not, i.e.,

Biasing is not applied {4>pA = $pB = 0) in this sub-section.

The gas pumping/puffing controls neutral recycling at outside

divertor significantly. The flux amplification factor R defined by

R = rp/ru (see Fig.3) decreases significantly from 18 to 8 with the

increase of fpumpB from -0.1 to 0.1, as seen in Fig.4(a). The gas

pumping/puffing also changes not only outside divertor plasma but also

total SOL-divertors plasma. The stagnation point tends to shift toward

higher recycling divertor and is decided by a equation derived from

basic equations in the model,

/'stagnation x uA

LSOL ~^UA+KB PB,
(33)

depending on recycling factors and temperatures of both divertors.

Gas pumping makes outside neutral recycling decrease. Ions from

core plasma flow more to the outside divertor than to the inside one

(Fig.4(b)), i.e., the stagnation point shifts toward inside divertor. Ion

flux at the outside divertor plate, however, is a little smaller than that at

the inside divertor plate, since neutral recycling at outside is weaker

than at inside. Plasma density at outside plate decreases and becomes

lower than that at inside plate (Fig.4(c)). In contrast, plasma

temperature at outside plate increases and becomes higher than that at

outside plate because of the pressure balance along the magnetic field

(Fig.4(d)). The temperature difference also causes a difference of sheath

and presheath potentials between inside and outside divertor plasmas

(thermoelectric effect[8]). A SOL current flows from outside to inside

by the potential difference (Fig.4(e)).

The situations of gas pumping are illustrated in Fig.5(a). Key

phenomena are summarized as follows.

1. Pumping at outside divertor.

- I O -
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2. Lower outside neutral recycling.

3. Decrement of plasma density and increment of temperature at

outside plate.

4. Increment of presheath and sheath potentials at outside.

5. The SOL current flowing from outside to inside.

The SOL current carries the convective energy from inside to outside

and amplifies the temperature difference between inside and outside.

The SOL current destabilizes the equilibrium. However this instability is

stabilized by the ion flow from core plasma. The ions from core plasma

flow more to the outside than to the inside, and suppress the temperature

difference. Therefore it is stable when the SOL current and the ion flow

from core plasma have different directions each other, but unstable

when they are in the same direction.

In the case of gas puffing, ions from core plasma flow more to the

inside than to the outside. The stagnation point shifts toward outside.

The same as gas pumping case, ion flux at outside divertor plate is a

little larger than that at inside, since neutral recycling at outside is

stronger than at inside. Neutral recycling tends to cancel change of ion

flow from core plasma and balance plate fluxes between inside and

outside in these situations. At last plasma density at outside plate

increases and becomes higher than that at inside plate. In contrast,

plasma temperature at outside plate decreases and becomes lower than

that at inside plate. The temperature difference also causes a

thermoelectric current towards outside.

The situations of gas puffing are illustrated in Fig.5(b). Key

phenomena are summarized as follows.

1. Puffing at outside divertor.

2. Higher outside neutral recycling.

3. Increment of plasma density and decrement of temperature at

outside plate.
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4. Decrement of presheath and sheath potentials at outside.

5. The SOL current flowing from inside to outside.

The SOL current carries the convective energy from outside to inside

and amplifies the temperature difference between inside and outside.

The SOL current destabilizes the equilibrium. However this instability is

stabilized by the ion flow from core plasma.

Figure.4(f) shows parallel heat fluxes at the throat and at the plate

of each divertor. Heat flux at the throat is given by Eq.(25). Note the

SOL current plays an important role to increase the difference between

inside and outside throat heat fluxes. In the divertor regions, there are

two causes which change the heat flow from the throat to the divertor

plate. One is the ionization energy loss, and the other is heating or

cooling due to the SOL current in sheath potential drop. The latter is

explained as follows. The sheath potential drops toward the plate. The

heating occurs as the current flows toward the plate, while the cooling

occurs as it flows against the plate. This effect decreases the difference

between inside and outside plate heat fluxes compared with the

difference between inside and outside throat heat fluxes. In these gas

pumping and puffing cases, the shift between inside and outside throat

heat fluxes is larger than the heating and the cooling due to the SOL

current.

The ionization energy loss reduces the total energy flow W^L^

by 24% without gas pumping/puffing. The total energy loss of

ionization decreases from 27% to 18% with increase of fpumpB from -0.1

to 0.1. Especially the outside divertor part of the ionization loss

decreases from 15% to 7%. In contrast, the inside part decreases a little.

In the case of the gas pumping, the cooling due to the SOL current

occurs in the outside divertor region and the heating occurs in the

inside. The cooling and the heating have almost the same amount and

reach about 8% of the total energy flow for fpumpB = 0.1. This effect

- 1 2 -
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compensates the decrease of ionization energy loss at outside and cancels

the ionization energy loss at inside with increase of fpumpB. The shift

between inside and outside throat heat fluxes which reachs about 12% of

the total energy flow for fpumpB=0.l is modified by these effects in

divertor regions. At last, gas pumping makes heat flux at outside

divertor plate increase while heat flux at inside plate is almost constant,

as seen in Fig.4(f).

On the other hand, gas puffing makes heat flux at outside plate

decrease while heat flux at inside plate is almost constant. The heating

due to the SOL current occurs in the outside divertor region and the

cooling occurs in inside. The heating and the cooling have almost the

same amount and reach about 4% of the total energy flow for

fpumpB = -O.l- This effect cancels the increase of ionization energy loss at

outside and adds the ionization energy loss at inside with decrease of

fPumpB- The shift between inside and outside throat heat fluxes which

reachs about 6% of the total energy flow for fpumpB = -0.1 is modified by

these effects in divertor regions.

3.2 Divertor biasing

Effects of the divertor biasing on the asymmetry is investigated.

The divertor plates is electrically biased between the inside and the

outside divertor plates (QpB -$pA = v). Gas pumping and puffing are not

applied (fpumpA =fpumpB = 0). The solution without biasing is symmetric.

Biasing causes the asymmetry so that ions from core plasma flow

to prevent external biasing potential given at the plate to penerate into

center SOL region. Positive biasing makes ions from core plasma flow

more to the outside divertor than to the inside one (Fig.6(b)). The

stagnation point shifts toward inside. Plasma density increases and

temperature decreases at outside plate, while density decreases and

- 1 3 -
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temperature increases at inside plate (Fig.6(c)(d)). Potential drop of

outside sheath decreases and that of inside increases according to each

temperature. At last potential drop in center SOL region is smaller than

the external biasing potential. A current which responds to the potential

drop flows from outside to inside (Fig.6(e)). These situations are the

same as the case of negative biasing.

Figure.6(f) shows parallel heat fluxes at the throat and at the plate

of each divertor. The SOL current plays an important role to increase

the difference between inside and outside throat heat fluxes. However

the relation of throat heat flux between inside and outside divertors is

reversed at the plate. As positive biasing increases, the throat heat flux

at outside becomes larger than that at inside, but the plate heat flux at

outside becomes smaller than that at inside. It is the heating or the

cooling due to the SOL current in sheath potential drop that causes the

reversal. The ionization energy losses of each divertor are almost

constant 12% of the total energy flow with any biasing. In this biasing

case, the shift between inside and outside throat heat fluxes which reachs

about 5% of the total energy flow for eV/T0=0A is smaller than the

heating and the cooling due to the SOL current which have almost the

same amount of about 10%. The heating and the cooling cancel and

exceed the shift. The former is doninant to change plate heat fluxes in

these biasing cases. These changes of plate heat flux also cause the

changes of each plate temperature mentioned above.

Figure.6(a) shows dependence of neutral recycling on biasing.

Neutral recycling increases with the plate temperature because the rate

coefficient of ionization increases with temperature in low temperature

regime. In positive biasing, inside recycling increases and outside

recycling decreases depending on each plate temperature. Neutral

recycling tends to weaken change of ion flow from core plasma as seen

in plate fluxes of Fig.6(b). This tendency is the same as the gas
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pumping/puffing asymmetry. In positive biasing, inside neutral

recycling is stronger than outside, while particle flux at inside throat is

smaller than that at outside throat. So the difference of flux at plate is

smaller than that at throat. These changes also cause the shift of the

stagnation point explained by Eq.(33).

The situations of the positive biasing explained above are

illustrated in Fig.7. Key phenomena are summarized as follows.

1. Positive biasing.

2. The SOL current flowing from outside to inside.

3. The cooling due to the SOL current in outside divertor region,

and the heating at inside.

4. Increment of plasma density and decrement of temperature at

outside plate. Decrement of density and increment of temperature

at inside plate.

5. Lower recycling at outside, and higher recycling at inside.

6. Larger ion flow to the outside throat.

The SOL current carries the convective energy from inside to outside

and reduces the temperature difference between inside and outside. The

SOL current stabilizes the equilibrium.

3.3 SOL current induced asymmetry

Without controls of gas pumping/puffing and biasing, i.e.,

fpumPA=fPumPB=0 ^ d ^4 = ̂ * = °. t w o asymmetric solutions induced by

SOL current have been found in addition to a symmetric solution. Input

parameters are the same as those in previous sub-sections except for the

particle flow from the core plasma r r.

One solution has a current towards outside, and the other has a

current towards inside. No current solution is symmetric. The two

asymmetric solutions are reverse each other with the symmetric

solution. The situation of gas pumping/puffing and biasing mentioned in

- 1 5 -
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previous sections has only a symmetric solution without controls because

of the smaller particle flow from core plasma.

The asymmetric solutions form the SOL current self-consistently.

In the case of the current towards outside, convective energy is carried

from outside to inside by the current (Fig.8(f)). Since inside plate

temperature increases and outside one decreases (Fig.8(e)), plasma

density at outside plate becomes higher than that at inside plate

(Fig.8(d)). Potential drop of outside sheath decreases and that of inside

increases according to each temperature. Electric field towards outside

sustains the SOL current. Fig.8(a) shows neutral recycling increases at

inside and decreases at outside depending on each plate temperature.

These changes also cause the shift of the stagnation point explained by

Eq.(33). The stagnation point shifts toward inside. Ions from core flow

more to the outside divertor than to the inside one (Fig.8(c)). This is the

same as the current towards inside.

Figure.8(f) shows heat fluxes at the throat and at the plate of each

divertor. The SOL current plays an important role to increase the

difference between inside and outside throat heat fluxes. The ionization

energy losses of each divertor are almost constant 14% of the total

energy flow with any current. In this case, the shift between inside and

outside throat heat fluxes is larger than the heating and the cooling due

to the SOL current. For example, the shift between inside and outside

throat heat fluxes reachs about 10% of the total energy flow when

j/enCs equals 0.1, while the heating and the cooling have almost the

same amount of about 5%. The heating and the cooling weaken the shift

between inside and outside throat heat fluxes.

The situations of the current towards outside explained above are

illustrated in Fig.9. Key phenomena are summarized as follows.

1. The SOL current flowing from inside to outside.

2. The energy shift by the SOL current from outside to inside.

- 1 6 -
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3. Increment of plasma density and decrement of temperature at

outside plate. Decrement of plasma density and increment of

temperature at inside plate.

4. Electric field towards outside sustaining the SOL current.

5. Lower recycling at outside, higher recycling at inside.

6. Larger ion flow to the outside throat.

In these asymmetries induced by the SOL current, the values of the

particle flow from core plasma are larger than that of the situation of

gas pumping/puffing and biasing mentioned in previous sections. The

convective energy of the ion flow plays an important role to reduce the

temperature difference caused by the current. Differently from the cases

in previous sections, the energy of the ion flow from core plasma

stabilizes the equilibrium.

The model includes only SOL-divertor plasmas. The SOL current

flows along the magnetic field line in plasma, injects into the plate,

passes through conducting wall and comes back to plasma at the opposite

plate. The conductivity of the wall can affect the equilibrium in plasma.

It will be necessary to take account of the wall in order to study the

asymmetry.

4. Discussion

In the present model, there are many assumptions and problems,

as summarized below. They will be solved as future works.

4.1 Neutral

Neutral model in this model was so simple that it could not

represent any low neutral recycling situations quantitatively. More detail

model should be used to study inside/outside divertor asymmetry caused

by the combination of high and low neutral recyclings in divertor

regions.
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4.2 Impurity radiation

This model dose not take account of the energy loss by impurity

radiation. Importance of impurity radiation, however, has been reported

from many divertor experiments. Different amounts of impurity

radiation loss between inside and outside divertor regions are the one of

the major causes of the divertor asymmetry. The divertor model should

take account of it especially for the high neutral recycling regime.

4.3 Momentum loss

Plasma pressure is conserved along the magnetic field line as

given by Eq.(32) in the case of low neutral recycling. On the other

hand, the pressure drops towards the plate through momentum loss by

plasma-neutral interactions (elastic collision, charge exchange and so on)

in cases of high recycling and detached plasmas. The effect of

momentum loss on the divertor asymmetry will be also introduced to

the model.

4.4 Drift flow

There are three kinds of drift flow in the SOL, i.e., ExB,

diamagnetic, and Vfl drifts. A drift flow towards inside or outside

divertor also causes the divertor asymmetry. Dependences of the

divertor asymmetry on drift flows have been reported from many

divertor experiments. The effects of those drifts on the divertor

asymmetry will be studied in the future.

Other asymmetries, such as asymmetric source due to anomalous

diffusion, will be also studied.
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5. Summary

A simple five-point model of the scrape-off layer outside the

separatrix of a diverted tokamak plasma has been developed to study

inside/outside divertor asymmetry. Gas pumping/puffing and biasing are

shown to control the divertor asymmetry. In addition, the SOL current

is found to form asymmetric solutions without external controls of gas

pumping/puffing and biasing.

The results in this paper are restricted for the small range of the

input parameters. Parametric dependence of characteristics of the SOL

and divertor plasmas will be reported in the future.
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Fig.l Scrape-off layer and divertor plasmas
in a single-null divertor tokamak
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Fig.5 Illustrations of the results of gas pumping/puffing asymmetry.
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Appendix

A.I The method to solve the five-point model

Values o f 8 p a r a m e t e r s , r r , qr, DL, Xl, fpumpA, fpumpB, <f,pA, and

4>pBi are given. At first we put arbitrary values for four unknown

variables, the density at stagnation point r^, the temperature at

stagnation point r0, the SOL current j , and the stagnation position

htcgnation- By using above 12 values, particle and energy source terms in

the SOL are rewritten from Eqs.(7)-(10),

SsoL=-¥r (A 1)

(A2)

Input particle fluxes to each divertor two-point model are given by

Eqs.(ll) and (14) as follows.

* uA = ^ SOL* stagnation

~ 'stagnation) (A4)

Given above input parameters, r^ , -j, r^, To, fpumpA, and </>pA, to the

divertor A model, we obtain values of variables at the throat, TpA, 0^,

and quA. In the same way, given input parameters, TuB, j , «„, To, fpumpB,

and <i>pB, to the divertor B model, we obtain TpB, Q^, and quB. These

procedures are described in A. 1.1.

From the model, we derive the following equations.

-(l>uA) = 0 (A5)
SOL

(A6)

K - + a UTO -5ToruA =0
1 'stagnation + ^ ^ Z g

(A7)
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-K0- -f °——- + l- + a \+T0 -
' t-'SOL Stagnation + Lldiv V Z ' g

= 0

(A8)

We evaluate whether above guess values of r^, To, j , and lslagnation, satisfy

these nonlinear equations (A5-8) or not. When these functions G,, G2,

G3, and G4, approach to zero within quite small errors, the guess values

are proper. The nonlinear equations are solved by a numerical method

described in A. 1.2. If the solutions of r^, To, j , and lSMgnalion, are found,

other unknown values are also found to each solutions by using the

following equations.

(A9)

( A 1 0 )

SOL

(hoL_ , \
. r. -Stagnation]

A. 1.1 Divertor two-point model

Values of 6 parameters, rH, j , n^, To, fpump, and Yp, are given as

input parameters to the divertor model. At first we put arbitrary value

for the plate temperature Tp. From Eq.(32), the plate density is written

by given parameters as follows,

(A13)

Particle flux at plate is written by Eq.(27).

IK
m

Flux amplification factor R is defined by,

(A14)
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(A15)
pYu

Particle balance equation is rewritten from Eqs.(22) and (26) as follows.

R - 1 = RTJ (A16)

(A17)

From these equations, a nonlinear equation of T is obtained.

= o

(A18)

When the function F(TP) approaches to zero within a small errors, the

guess value of Tp is proper. The nonlinear equation is solved by a

numerical method. The equation has three solutions. The lowest Tp

corresponds to the high recycling, the highest Tp to the low recycling,

and the middle Tp to the unstable states. We choose the high recycling

solution among them. When a solution of Tp is found, other unknown

values are easily obtained by using following equations.

I zz • (A19)

(A20)

(A21)

(A22)

(A23)

(A24)
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A. 1.2 The numerical method

We consider a function F of a variable x. The function equals

zero at several values of the variable. In order to find the roots for F=0,

we use a numerical method explained as follows.

Within a domain of x between a and b to be examined in Fig.Al,

we divide this domain into many regions small enough that there is less

or only one root in a region. Comparing signs of the function at both

edges of each region, we can find a root in the region. When signs are

different, there is a root in the region. On the other hand, when signs

are the same, there is no root in the region. This method makes a loop

of searching the regions which include the roots of the variable. After

the existence of the root is confirmed in all regions, the exact value of

the root is searched within quite small errors using the method of

bisection. The method described above costs many calculations in

computer but is simplest way to find multiple roots exactly.

Additionally the method can be also applied easily the case of

multiple equations (Fi(x) = 0 ~ Fn(x) = 0 ) of the same number of

variables ( x - (*, ~ xn) ). To find roots of one variable needs one

equation. Each equation makes a loop of searching for the roots of the

variable. These loops make a combination as seen in Fig.A2. The case of

two coupled equations are explained as follows.

1) A domain of x2 is divided to regions whose edge values of x2 are

expressed by x2i ( i=l ,2, ~).

2) x,(.x2i) which satisfy ^(*i(*2,,),x2,) = 0 are found by using above

numerical method.

3) Signs between F2(x\x2i),x2^ and Jr
2(*i(*2.1+i).*2.,+i) are comparing.

When their signs are opposite, there is a root of x2 in the region x2i <

X2 ^ X2.i+lm
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4) The root of x2 in this region is searched for by the method of

bisection, with calculating the *, loop.

This numerical method can be easily applied to the case of many

variables.
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small region
F(x)

Roots

Fig.Al A function F with a variable x
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loopn

loop 2

loop 1

Fig.A2 Numerical method of multiple equations
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